


SITGES AGAINST LGBTIQ PHOBIA

In the morning of January 1st, a brutal homophobic attack took place in Joan Tarrida street resulting in several
injuries. As a result of these events, the victims had to be treated urgently by the health services. The aggressors,
some of them minors, have been identified by the local Sitges police thanks to the collaboration and mobilisation of
the general public.

These hate crimes are an expression of intolerable LGTBIQ-phobia, and we are concerned that they also
create a climate of insecurity amongst our people.

Our organisation was created 12 years ago to make a common front against this type of attacks and insecurity
in our collective that happened repeatedly and we are very concerned as in recent years, their frequency has
increased.

That is why we are here, to express our absolute revulsion at this attack and express our concern for
coexistence. With this and reports of other attacks that we have received this week, not only is the loss of pink
tourism at stake, but our own identity as a town is also at risk.

Sitges is an open town and proud of its diversity. A town where, for decades, it has been possible to expand the
freedom and equality of our gay, lesbian, bisexual and transsexual neighbours, while at the same time being a town
that welcomes thousands of LGBTIQ+ tourists from all over the world. In Sitges, both on the street and in
organisations and institutions, we work to preserve these achievements, despite their fragility, and so that everyone
can enjoy them by developing a full life. By making a community freer for each of the people who make it up, we
make the entire community freer and safer for everyone.

That's why we feel this attack of LGTBIQ-phobia as an attack on all Sitgetans. And that's why we respond in a
unitary, transversal way.

We say, with one voice, proudly diverse, to the victims of this aggression, to their relatives, friends and
acquaintances that you are not alone, that you have us by your side. We say to the perpetrators that we reject you
entirely. And we reaffirm that we will not tolerate attacks like these, neither in Sitges nor anywhere else.

We will not remain silent, instead, we will work to root out the LGBTIQ-phobic attitudes that are behind
aggressions such as these. Everyone from their space and their responsibility: Combating school bullying;
educating children and youths in the values of feminism and equality; blocking the paths of hetero-masculinist
attitudes and encouraging respect for diversity. From schoolyards to popular culture; from the institution and from
the streets; at home and in public places; at work and in leisure spaces; each and every one of us commits to
building a Sitges that is increasingly free of LGTBIQ-phobia.

We demand:

The activation of a program aimed at primary and secondary schools both in Sitges and in the rest of the region
that focuses on addressing and preventing violence of gender and a co-educational program that makes it possible
to generate diverse and plural educational spaces that contribute to producing changes in people's thinking,
attitude and behaviour, which are key to the prevention of inequalities and discrimination that as LGTBIQ+ people
we suffer.

We demand:

A new model of care and support for LGBTIQ+ people in Sitges, we want the SAI to be a direct gateway to a
whole range of resources and care in our community. We demand that the SAI be a mixed resource and
co-managed both by the local administration and by the LGTBIQ+ entities of the municipality, as it works in many
places in Catalonia providing good results.

And we also demand:

More vigilance and security in our streets, especially ensuring our safety at the closing of night entertainment
spaces and we also demand actions to prevent theft and the illegal sale of drugs on the street. We want to enjoy
leisure and our leisure time freely and safely.



That is why we propose that Sitges leisure venues, local police, Mossos d'Esquadra, local government,
ministries of health, interior, equality and feminism of the Generalitat de Catalunya and citizen organisations such
as Colors Sitges Link work together to develop an urgent plan and forceful measures and actions so that LGBTIQ+
attacks like these do not reoccur.

We want and deserve to live safely and freely. Our lives matter. Let's stop LGTBIQphobia!


